In this article, we calculate the B * c → Bc electromagnetic form-factor with the three-point QCD sum rules, then study the radiative decays B * ± c → B ± c γ. Experimentally, we can study the radiative transitions using the decay cascades B * ± c
Introduction
The ground state bottom-charm mesons, which lie below the BD, BD * , B * D, B * D * thresholds, cannot annihilate into gluons due to their flavor composing, and decay weakly throughb →cW + , c → sW + , cb → W + or decay radiatively through b → bγ, c → cγ at the quark level. The pseudoscalar mesons B ± were used to measure the B c mass [1] . The B * ± c mesons have not been observed yet, but they are expected to be observed at the large hadron collider (LHC) through the radiative transitions. In the article, we calculate the B * c → B c electromagnetic form-factor with the three-point QCD sum rules, and study the radiative decays B Π µν (p 1 , p 2 ) = d 4 xd 4 ye ip2·x−ip1·y e b Tr iγ 5 B mn (x)γ µ B nk (−y)γ ν C km (y − x)
replace the c and b quark propagators C ij (x) and B ij (x) with the corresponding full propagators S ij (x),
where Q = c, b, t n = λ n 2 , the λ n are the Gell-Mann matrixes, the i, j are color indexes, and the g 2 s GG is the gluon condensate [3] , then carry out the integrals. In this article, we take into account the leading-order perturbative contribution Π 0 µν (p 1 , p 2 ) and gluon condensate contribution Π GG µν (p 1 , p 2 ) in the operator product expansion.
The leading-order perturbative contribution Π 0 µν (p 1 , p 2 ) can be written as
We put all the quark lines on mass-shell using the Cutkosky's rule, and obtain the leading-order perturbative spectral density ρ µν (s 1 , s 2 , q 2 ),
λ(a, b, c) = a 2 + b 2 + c 2 − 2ab − 2bc− 2ca, where we have used the formulae presented in Refs. [10, 16 ] to carry out the integrals.
We calculate the gluon condensate contribution directly and obtain the following expression,
where
We take quark-hadron duality below the threshold s , respectively, and obtain the QCD sum rule for the electromagnetic form-factor V (q 2 ), 
the explicit expressions of the I Fig.1 , we obtain the coefficient C to dress the quark-meson vertex [7, 8] .
At the recoil momentum close to zero, the heavy quark velocities are small below the thresholds s 0 1 and s 0 2 , the ladder Feynman diagrams shown in Fig.1 are calculated in the nonrelativistic approximation, and result in the coefficient C to dress the quark-meson vertex. In our previous work on the two-point QCD sum rules for the B * c mesons [17] , we observed that the perturbative O(α s ) corrections to the leading-order spectral density ρ 0 (s) can be approximated by ρ 0 (s) In the case of the three-point QCD sum rules, the perturbative O(α s ) corrections to the leading order spectral densities are available only for the electromagnetic form-factors of the π and ρ mesons [18] , we expect to approximate the perturbative O(α s ) corrections by multiplying the leading order spectral densities with
, and take into account all the Coulomb-like interactions (or all the perturbative corrections approximately) by multiplying the leading order spectral densities with the coefficient C [7, 8] . Direct but formidable calculations of the perturbative corrections are still needed to validate or invalidate the present approximation. In the region of physical resonances, the most essential effect comes from the normalization factor C. In the case of the two-point sum rules, the normalization factor C leads to a double-triple multiplication of the tree-level value of the spectral densities numerically [19] . The coefficient C survives beyond the zero recoil limit, or at least serve as upper bounds on the form-factors in the QCD sum rules [7, 8] . In this article, we take the approximation α C s = α s (µ) in numerical calculation as in our previous work [17] . In the physical region q 2 = 0, the constraints |b(c 1 , c 2 , 0)| ≤ 1 and |c(c 1 , c 2 , 0)| ≤ 1 lead to the inequations, those constraints cannot be satisfied. In this article, we calculate the electromagnetic form-factors V 1 (q 2 ) and V 2 (q 2 ) at the space-like region Q 2 = −q 2 = (1.0−5.4) GeV 2 , then fit the electromagnetic form-factors with suitable analytical functions, and obtain the value V (0) by analytically continuing the variable q 2 to the physical region.
Numerical results and discussions
The pseudoscalar mesons B c have been studied by the full QCD sum rules [5, 6, 20, 21] and the potential approach combined with the QCD sum rules [11, 22] , while the vector mesons B * c have been studied by the full QCD sum rules [6, 17, 21] . The predictions for the masses and decay constants are f Bc = (0.383 ± 0.027) GeV [5] ; f B * [33], the mass M B * c = 6.337 GeV from the QCD sum rules is satisfactory. Accordingly, we take the threshold parameters and Borel parameters as s 
where t = log
, Λ = 213 MeV, 296 MeV and 339 MeV for the flavors n f = 5, 4 and 3, respectively [23] . In this article, we take the typical energy scale µ = 2 GeV as in Ref. [17] .
In Fig.2 , we plot the electromagnetic form-factors at q 2 = −Q 2 = −1 GeV 2 with variations of the Borel parameters M ) ≤ 0.00186, the contributions from high resonances and continuum states are greatly suppressed, furthermore, the contributions from the gluon condensate are of minor importance, the operator product expansion is well convergent.
We take into account all the uncertainties come from the input parameters, such as the heavy quark masses, threshold parameters, Borel parameters, . . . , obtain numerical values of the electromagnetic form-factors V 1 (Q 2 ), V 2 (Q 2 ) and V (Q 2 ) from Eqs. (12) (13) , and show them explicitly in Figs.3-4 . We express the electromagnetic form-factors in the standard form f (Q 2 ) = f (Q 2 ) ± δf (Q 2 ) numerically, where the f (Q 2 ) denotes the electromagnetic form-factors
, the f (Q 2 ) denotes the central values, and the δf (Q 2 ) denotes the uncertainties, then fit the numerical values of the
2) GeV 2 into the following analytical functions,
with the MINUIT, and determine the parameters, 
We continue the Q 2 to the physical region Q 2 = 0 analytically to obtain the physical electromagnetic form-factor V (0), V (0) = 6.35517 ± 6.91435 from Eq.(18) , = 6.41201 ± 1.90974 from Eq. (19) .
The curve of the fitted function V 2 (Q 2 ) is very steep, the value V 2 (0) = 10.978 ± 10.369 has too large uncertainty, the resulting uncertainty of the V (0) is also too large, we discard the value V (0) = 6.35517 ± 6.91435. On the other hand, the value V (0) = 6.41201 ± 1.90974 from Eq.(19) has much smaller uncertainty, i.e. less than 30%. We take the value V (0) = 6.41201 ± 1.90974, and obtain the radiative decay width,
−67.9 eV (133.9 ± 79.7 eV) ,
where the fine constant α = 60 eV from the nonrelativistic potential [11] , 134.5 eV from non-relativistic potential model [12] , 59 eV from Richardsons potential [13] , 33 eV from the relativistic quark model with an special potential [14] , 80 eV from the relativized quark (Godfrey-Isgur) model [15] . In Ref. 
Conclusion
In this article, we calculate the B * c → B c electromagnetic form-factor with the three-point QCD sum rules, and obtain the numerical values for the form-factor at momentum transfer Q 2 = −q 2 = (1.0 − 5.4) GeV 2 , then fit the form-factors to analytical functions to obtain the physical value, and study the radiative decays B * ± c → B ± c γ. We expect to study the radiative transitions using the decay cascades B * ± c → B 
